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Introduction
From 19 �– 20 March 2014 a workshop, "San Knowledge and Innovation�” was held in Kimberley,
South Africa. The overall aim of the workshop was to provide the ProGReSS network with direct
information from an end user organisation on how a highly marginalised community (the San) is
and can be involved in innovation.

The main topics at the workshop were:
mechanisms to ensure ethical acceptability of research through a research contract (given
the lack of ethics committee oversight in the San community);
the use of databases to protect traditional knowledge from unethical use;
and a case study of engagement between indigenous peoples and product developers in
the development of a natural remedy/botanical.

                                                                                                                                            Workshop delegates 

VENUE Kalahari Lodge, Kimberley, South Africa
ATTENDANCE 35 Attendees participated on Day 1, and 31 on Day 2

(See Addendum 1 for the full list).

The event was co sponsored by the South African Department of Science and Technology (DST)
and was part of Work Package 4, Outreach.
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DAY 1 �– MARCH 19TH, 2014
The day�’s proceedings were opened with a prayer by Pastor Mario
Mahango, and followed by a round of self introductions.

Doris Schroeder, Coordinator of the ProGReSS Project 

Doris welcomed everyone and thanked Leana for organising the workshop.
After introducing the context of the workshop and the ProGReSS project,
she asked:What does it mean to do responsible research in the Kalahari?

It has to be ethically acceptable, sustainable and societally desirable.
Two examples will be discussed:

1) Database recording of traditional knowledge (National Recordal System)
2) Zembrin benefit sharing agreement (Sceletium tortuosum)

Both are contributions to the innovation chain starting with the traditional knowledge of the San.
 

Andries Steenkamp, South African San Institute (SASI) 

Andries talked about the past decade of working with various organisations and government
departments in relation to San plant knowledge. It started in 2001 with negotiations with the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) around Hoodia1; this was the first time
protection of their knowledge was seriously considered and they learned a lot.

The San have an agreement on a database with the CSIR, and have had a
number of negotiations with different companies about benefit sharing
around the traditional knowledge of different plants. The San Council and
the San Institute are still working on agreements to make them useful for
communities.

The San are �‘children of nature�’, therefore it is necessary to
protect their knowledge and heritage. Current legislation
and regulations do not really help the San to protect their
knowledge. One example is language: their languages are
not used daily, therefore, their languages might be lost in
the near future. The San �‘live with nature�’ and make
sustainable use of resources. They not only use plants and
animals for nutrition, but also for medical use. The San

people only hunt and kill what they need to eat. It is important for them to participate in these
workshops, because they need help in protecting their knowledge. In this regard, they are very
vulnerable.

1

The San �‘live with
nature�’ and make
sustainable use of
resources.

Mario Mahango 

Leana Snyders, Carol van Wyk and 
Andries Steenkamp 
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CHALLENGES
Contracts are with the national Department of Environmental Affairs, and are not being
finalised.
For the past 10 years, they have been on a mission; now they are stuck and therefore this
workshop is important.
The San do not want to take anything away from anybody. However, they want to protect
their knowledge and possessions so that everybody knows what is theirs.

Further thoughts Roger Chennells
We talk about the Kalahari and sustainable research in the Kalahari, as well as about local
knowledge. We talk about �‘children of nature�’, as they have been since the very origin of
humankind, when people lived in natural habitats with and from nature. The knowledge of the San
reflects this.

One of the first and most important milestones in the past decade was
the signature of the Hoodia agreement in 2003. Roger sees himself as
a person who is privileged to go with the San as a lawyer. He thinks
that it is good to have the opportunity to correct errors from the past.

Regarding knowledge, especially of the elderly people among the San,
old people are dying and with them their knowledge is lost (five

�‘libraries closed down�’ last year). However, there is hope to protect their knowledge. It is not too
late, even though it is indeed very late and time is of the essence.

In 2004 the creation of a knowledge database was proposed. The first
database agreement was with the CSIR. The San did not know much about
how to protect their knowledge by using Information and Communications
Technology (ICT). There were practical issues to be considered, e.g. the
destruction of a computer in a fire. In this context, the National Recordal
System (NRS) helps to protect knowledge and to protect the data.

CHALLENGES
Socio economic realities play a role;
The San lost their land, but they have not lost their knowledge; this is one important asset
they still have.
We do not have the Khoi at the table today. One has to take into account that a lot of this
knowledge of the San has already been shared with other communities, for example the
Khoi. In most recent negotiations, the San have been in a partnership with the Khoi.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Mario was concerned that only San people from South Africa were represented at the
workshop and what should happen to those San people from other neighbouring
countries?
Andries was worried that signing of agreements was delayed and asked for the reasons for
the delay. He felt that the San Council and the San Institute should put more pressure on
relevant people to act faster.

Roger Chennells 

Old people are
dying and with
them their
knowledge is lost.
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Rachel Wynberg, University of Cape Town, (Rachel talked to slides based on photographs, 
rather than text) 

The name �“Rooi�” bush (rooibos2) was used in the European public more
than 100 years ago in the South African Exhibition in London (1907). It
became one of the most famous beverages in the form of Rooi Bush and
was largely used by the �“elite�”. Another visual depicted a photograph of a
specimen of Hoodia gordonii from 1874 by Sir H.
Barkley, conserved in spirit. She commented that
these photos show that San innovation in the bio

economy is not new to the European world. There were patents a hundred
years ago, but not as many as today.

What has changed?
Benefit sharing and equity; increased recognition of traditional knowledge; legal, political;
the traditional knowledge; the San themselves; requirement for prior informed consent;
intellectual property rights.
It should be evident that companies cannot make profit out of these plants without sharing
benefits and acknowledging those who provided their knowledge; researchers cannot take
knowledge without first asking for consent from the community.
A newspaper article was shown pharmaceutical firms that had used the knowledge about
Hoodia public without consent of the San.
In 2004, the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Biodiversity Act) was
promulgated. It was clear that agreements to share benefits and obtain prior informed
consent related to the use of plants and animals needed to be put in place.
Unfortunately due to an important committee meeting of the Department of
Environmental Affairs, nobody from the department could attend today�’s workshop and
give more details on the Biodiversity Act.

Delegates debating 

CHALLENGES
One of the most significant challenges is how to identify knowledge holders.

2

San innovation in
the bio economy is
not new to the
European world.

Rachel Wynberg 
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There are new knowledge holders. A picture of somebody processing rooibos around the turn of
the 20th century presents a good example for explaining the complexity of the problem: to scarify
the rooibos seed a wooden block with a piece of rubber on top was used. The seed would not
germinate unless bitten (scarified) by ants. The rooibos industry would not exist without this block

of wood and the knowledge of how to use it to scarify
seeds. The woman who shared this knowledge with
others and made it therefore public, Treintjies Swarts,
must be acknowledged. Unfortunately, we do not know
which community she belonged to (Jaci tried to find her,
or her grave (if she had passed away) in Clanwilliam, but
unfortunately could not).

One slide showed the geographic distribution of the natural habitat of Hoodia and the regions in
which the San live in South Africa. Surprisingly, they do not overlap!

In 2000, there was a newspaper article about Sceletium entitled �“Anger as scientists sell herb to
company�”. Some people claimed to own the knowledge about this plant, but they actually
acquired it from the San. Obviously, there are problems related to distributing benefits among the
people.

One of the challenges of today is to make sure that the original resources are protected. Today
there are huge plantations. How to get benefits to conserve the resources?

The Bio Economy Strategy was released by the Department of
Science and Technology in February this year (2014). An
implementation plan does not yet exist.

There are many opportunities on the market. Sometimes the
industry uses the image of the San, e.g. in products with the trade
name �“Bushman�’s Secret�” for weight and appetite management. So,
not only their knowledge is exploited without their consent and
benefit, but also their �‘image�’.

The cosmetics industry is very interested in
Commiphora species to use in the

preparation of perfume. However, the drug industry is not so interested
any more. One reason might be that the representatives of the drug firms
do not know how to negotiate given the complexity of regulations.
Therefore, regulations are a barrier to commercial exploitation, which, if
the San would participate in it, in the end might affect them, at the same
time as the laws and regulations are aimed at protecting them.

Not only is their
knowledge
exploited without
their consent and
benefit, but also
their �‘image�’.
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Roger commented that the name �“Bushman�’s Secret�” summarises this workshop
somehow. The question is who had told them the secret(s)? How did the businessmen
obtain that knowledge from the bushmen?
Leana commented that there was sometimes a misuse of the San/Bushmen when others
use their names or photographs to sell products.
Pieter talked about �“Bushman�’s Secret�” in the context of value and power, stating that the
San have changed over the years. The use of the word San has changed in the language
and he wanted to be called a bushman, not San.
An elderly lady asked one of the participants recently about the medicinal properties of
plants when they are cultivated in other areas �– she wanted to know whether, for
example, they retained their potency.

Jaci van Niekerk, University of Cape Town 

For the San delegates' benefit Jaci gave her presentation in Afrikaans, based on the handout on traditional knowledge
databases around the world. The following is a summary of the presentation.

Different terminology is used for essentially the same thing: Traditional knowledge (TK)
databases; Indigenous knowledge (IK) registers; IK management systems; and TK libraries are all
essentially the same.

Why do we need to protect TK?
Some TK is recorded �–in published and unpublished literature,
museums
Most TK is living, passed on orally

Main threats to TK
Loss
Misappropriation (e.g. the Hoodia case)

Protecting TK is a complex legal, political and human rights issue.
Some practical tools are:

Cultural centres e.g. !Khwa ttu in the Western Cape
Schools for traditional healers
Disclosure agreements when filing patents
TK databases

Common types of TK databases
Indigenous peoples and local community registers and databases
NGO cooperative databases
Institutional databases
State registers

Advantages of TK databases: Help patent examiners avoid biopiracy; recognise, protect, promote
and maintain TK; can forge new partnerships between communities and researchers.

A database can
forge new
partnerships
between
communities
and researchers.

Jaci van Niekerk 
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Limitations of TK databases: Recording TK decontextualises it; recording TK �‘freezes�’ it in time;
access by knowledge holders might be difficult; does not solve the problem of shared knowledge.

Carol van Wyk, Department of Science and Technology 

Carol gave a presentation on the National Recordal System (NRS). The NRS stems from the IKS
(Indigenous Knowledge Systems) Policy of 2004. It is the largest South African initiative that
records, documents, preserves and protects indigenous knowledge for the benefit of the
communities of South Africa. The NRS records unrecorded IK in various multi media formats and
aims to promote community IK. The system collects grassroots community experiences in local
languages, and is technically supported by the National Indigenous Knowledge Management
System (NIKMAS).

The aims of the NRS are:
Preservation of IK
Promotion of IK and communities
Protection of IK (both positive and defensive)

o Positive protection: developing mechanisms or rights to
prevent others from misusing IK, e.g. registers, databases.

o Defensive protection: granting ownership prohibiting others from filing patents,
copyright, trademarks etc.

Development of IK responsible research based on a sound legal framework and supported
by legislation.

Carol van Wyk, Lebogang Holele, Elsabé Swart, Miggie Van den Berg, Kedi Aphane 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF ENGAGING WITH THE NRS
Benefits of managing an Indigenous Knowledge System Documentation Centre

1 IK community coordinator is appointed
3 IK recorders are appointed
Training and empowerment
Knowledge transfer

The system
collects
grassroots
community
experiences in
local languages.
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Potential future benefits for IK sharing communities
Recognition
Community identity
Sustainable livelihoods
Economic value
Improved quality of life

At the time of the workshop (March 2014) the NRS employed 58 people: 6 Indigenous Knowledge
System Documentation Centre (IKSDC) coordinators; 23 Community coordinators; and 29 IK
recorders. The DST aims to establish the next provincial IKS Documentation Centre in the Northern
Cape �– in 2014/15.

Criteria for an IKS Documentation Centre include
The institution must prove that it has a good standing relationship with and trust of the
community to partner in documenting IKS, its protection, preservation, development and
dissemination;
the institution must adhere to the Public Management Finance Act; and
the institution must demonstrate record of its work within the IK field.

Concluding statements
Knowledge is considered a valuable commodity in the Knowledge Economy.
IKS constitutes a nations�’ heritage and has
massive potential for Research, Development and
Innovation (RDI) and social cohesion for a
country.
Africa�’s situation at present is that of IK in oral
format, not documented, scattered, fragile and
unprotected.
If we do not know our IK assets, participating in
the knowledge economy is impeded and social
cohesion is undermined.
Unless the orally transmitted and rapidly
disappearing IK is collected, there will be no IK to
protect or establish as a source of innovation.

Roger Chennells, South African San Council (SASI), on behalf of HG&H Pharmaceuticals 

Overview
1986 Research began
1995 Interviews to find out about possible dependency effects
1996 Active component identified, patent
2005 First standardised dosages
2006 Halls Investments (USA) became involved in the project, forming HG&H

Pharmaceuticals and investing around R15 million in R&D
2007 HG&H contacted the San for the first time; wanting to �‘do the right thing�’

Miggie Van den Berg, Elsabé Swart,  Petrus 
Vaalbooi 
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2008 Benefit sharing agreement paid upfront even though no incoming funds yet
2009 Clinical studies were successful with regard to safety; sold not as a medicine but as

a health product; clinical studies on efficacy not yet complete
2010 Permit granted; the first granted by the Minister
2012 Zembrin enters South African market
2013 Zembrin enters USA market

Plants are being propagated to get quality strains. Zembrin clinical trials concluded it was safe and
well tolerated; improves cognitive function; decreases anxiety.

Benefit sharing overview: HG&H and SASC
In the benefit sharing agreement the primary beneficiaries are the San; and the secondary
beneficiaries are the Nama communities from the towns
of Paulshoek and Nourivier; the developer is HGH.

Terms:
o 5% + 1% (marketing) of net profit (50% to

Paulshoek and Nourivier)
o first three years �– minimum R250,000 p.a.

(�€19,111)
o payments thereafter would be dependent

upon sales and profits.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Mario commented that it was normal for knowledge to be transferred within communities,
even though not everybody knows everything at every instant of time.
Michael asked whether the patent ran out in two years (2016)?

o The answer was that it was likely that the lawyers were preparing other patents
right now with slightly different claims to protect the knowledge for another 20
years. This seems to be a standard procedure in these cases.

Do contemporary San use kougoed?
o Yes, especially for babies when they are restless or have colic. Mario: �“I didn�’t know

about it as it doesn�’t grow where I live, but I learnt about it from others�”.
Open question: Is this a model for innovation?

 

Vinesh Maharaj, University of Pretoria (formerly CSIR) 

Vinesh underlined that it was important to understand the drug development cycle �– in general it
can take 5 20 years to get a pharmaceutical product onto market and can cost about US$1 billion.
The DST is currently undertaking a review of Hoodia data and clinical studies and will make a
recommendation regarding the way forward.

Overview of the Hoodia case
The CSIR started research on Trichocaulon pilifera now known as Hoodia pilifera. However
Hoodia gordonii was selected as it is easier to grow, larger in size, has faster growth, and the same

Andries Steenkamp and Roger Chennells
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active compound. There was a cumulative investment of R0.5 billion through the international
licensees, and 14 clinical studies were undertaken.

Lessons from Pfizer
Pfizer did not publish data in a scientific journal, so their results are difficult to use for
future developments
South African San Council should have met with Pfizer and CSIR and negotiated benefits
More transparency between CSIR, Pfizer and the San was needed but the license
agreement set confidential terms

Lessons from Unilever
More transparency needed in terms of the development programme by Unilever
San should have been included in the research programme (some San members met with
Unilever)
More transparency between CSIR and Unilever (taking licence agreement with Unilever
into account)
Should have had San involvement in propagation

Delegates debating 

Challenges in benefit sharing
Man made borders vs cultures and biodiversity across borders
Who owns the knowledge? Need full representation
How to set up a contract when future benefits are unknown and linked to outcome of
clinical trials?
Are benefits always monetary?
How to balance trade secrets/knowledge protection with transparency?
Supply of plants restricted by license agreements
How to administer potential future benefits?
At what stage of the product development cycle must a benefit sharing agreement be
signed with owners of Indigenous Knowledge?
Very long time from project idea to commercial success, if at all
Communication �‘burden�’ is part of operating in interdependent world �– sheer number of
partners; needs and expectations of shareholders

Possible solution addressing many of the challenges
Establish legal framework and research programme with knowledge holders included
during the research stage
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Bioprospecting agreement signed with SA San Council in 2004
Promotes research and development based on knowledge.
Active participation through out programme
Protects and safe guards rights and knowledge of San
Provisions for publications, patenting, benefit sharing and commercialization

Programme of work �– to empower IK holders
Creation of a photo database (2003) with the main objectives as follows:

o Knowledge uploaded by indigenous knowledge holders and scientists
o Full recordable system of indigenous knowledge
o Safeguarding and protection of San knowledge
o Promotion of scientific research
o Indigenous knowledge holders can use data base for negotiations for research and

development and commercialisation
o Funding applications unsuccessful to date

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Application or proposal submitted to the NRF to work with the San and Khoi to capture and
safeguard information, training in production of plants based products, manufacturing, and
establishing a supply chain.
The Hoodia collaboration led to increased collaboration, for example the San have been
involved in a new CSIR project �– developing an anti wrinkle cream. And positive spin off for the
CSIR as the leader of the benefit sharing agreement.
The experience with Hoodia also led to DST ring fencing funds for collaboration.
Roger commented that the San needed a partner; they felt that they could trust the CSIR and
move forward as the institution and individuals within it are known they could build on this
relationship.

The day concluded with a short statement by Meryl Joy Schippers from the South African San
Institute (SASI) and a summary of the points to be discussed on Day 2.

Evening sun at the venue 
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DAY 2 �– MARCH 20TH, 2014
On Day 2 a number of the issues which had arisen on Day 1 were addressed. Attendees were split
into groups which held discussions and then gave feedback to the plenary.

MEDIA CONTRACT
a) General observations
b) When should monetary benefits be asked for?
c) What are the dangers?
d) Advantages

RESEARCH CONTRACT
a) Bioprospecting
b) Monetary benefits
c) Other kinds of research?
d) What are priorities/dangers?

 
            Khwe San (left) 

Khomani San (right)

 

The following feedback from the groups has been collated into responses under applicable
headings.

a) GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Performances �– permission should be granted for a specific time.
First negotiate, manage the process. For example, do not take photos first and then talk �–
do it in advance.
Every organisation must sign a contract to make sure the San are not exploited.
A pricelist should be attached to the contract; this should be renewed each year.
The type of media publication matters; for example, royalty fees may apply in the case of a
book.
Consent is an important issue: Videos taken at performances? Where does the video end
up? Or cars stop and take pictures of, for instance, San elders.
The duration of an activity (photography project, advertisement etc.) should be clearly
stipulated.
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The contract(s) must be available on the San Council website.
The contract must state which grouping (Khomani etc.) the person who is taking part in
research belongs to.

b) WHEN SHOULD MONETARY BENEFITS BE ASKED FOR?
Discuss monetary benefits when talking or negotiating.
Find out �– does the company want to enrich itself?
Make sure what kind of company you are dealing with, then ask for
benefits accordingly (e.g. Vodacom advertisement �– they are a big
company).
An administration fee should apply when contracts are signed, as it
is time consuming to conclude and administer contracts.
A price list that is fair and balanced should be set up for different activities.

c) DANGERS
Information could end up in the wrong hands.
Need more information sharing to prevent misinformation spreading.
Better communication �– for example through a newsletter or radio broadcasts.
Activities should not take place without the relevant community leaders�’ knowledge.
The San do not like to sign contracts and request monetary benefits, but the danger of
exploitation exists otherwise.

d) ADVANTAGES
Job opportunities for communities.
The San�’s image is protected from abuse/misuse.

           Academics, industry, media, SASI (left) 
!Xun San (right) 

 

The duration of
an activity
should be
clearly
stipulated.
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a) BIOPROSPECTING
Distinguish between commercial and non commercial research, i.e. what type of
person or organisation is doing the research?
Speak to the person �– what is the purpose of the research? Insist on full disclosure.
Whether the research is commercial, or private �– is it
in the San�’s best interests?
Proposal �– read and understand, must state duration
of project.
Is there a budget for community workers?
Benefits accrued must be shared with the
community.
Will there be any community benefit beyond the
project?

b) MONETARY BENEFITS
Student researchers may say they do not have
money for interpretation. In the past, it has
happened that they offer to pay R20 for a whole day (just over �€1).
Administrative assistants and interpreters have to be properly paid.
Some universities stipulate that research participants may not be paid.

c) OTHER RESEARCH
Type of research �– the researcher should declare what kind of research is planned �– i.e.
plants, or a PhD study etc. [He or she might say I do not have money, brings food
parcels. When they have completed the research they are well educated, they write a
book �– this gets published, San cannot afford a lawyer to litigate for royalties.]
Are other organisations involved? If so, which ones?
The period of research needs to be discussed �– need to set a limit; researchers need to
provide a yearly report; every two years there should be an evaluation of the whole
process.
A control measure should be in place �– have they stuck to what they set out to do?

d) PRIORITIES/DANGERS
Duration/time frames are important. In the past someone would sign a contract, then
go somewhere else, and return years later wanting
to use the same contract to do more research,
therefore the contractmust stipulate the time
researchers will take.
Ask from the start �– what can you give, and work out
whether you want the partnership or not.
Follow the right channels researchers must work
through SASC �– they will point out the community
leaders, who will then identify the participants.
Term of research contract �– researcher stipulates

Most universities have
ethics committees, but is
there someone who will
enforce that researchers do
what they said they would
do? In the future the San
should establish their own
ethics committee.
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time, every 6 months he/she must report back, yearly evaluation, then San can say
whether it can continue.
Most universities have ethics committees, but the problem is �– is there someone who
will enforce that researchers do what they said they would do?
In the future the San should establish their own ethics committee.

CSIR system/approach for bioprospecting/commercial research
1. Non disclosure agreement (NDA)/ confidentiality agreement

o Sharing of confidential information to conceptualization of product concepts
2. Research collaborative agreement

o Agreement on the research programme
inclusive of knowledge holders

o Provisions for benefit sharing,
commercialisation, publications

o IF commercialisation �– then
3. Benefit sharing agreement

o Advantage: communities participate in
the research �– direct, immediate benefit

Other research (non commercial)
1. Non disclosure agreement (NDA)/ confidentiality

agreement
o Sharing of confidential information to conceptualization of product concepts

2. Research collaborative agreement
o Training community members
o Research skills
o In kind benefits
o Interpretation
o NO GO option: people have the right to say NO to research

Comment
Should there be a centre or place where all San knowledge is held?
Maybe !Khwa ttu?

Kedi Aphane, DST

Standard requirements from DST
Promotional information of the community �– what really identifies them, photos, where
they live, their story, their history, how they live.
Administrative information �– leadership structures, who are the leaders, what are their
contact details.
Names of IK holders.

Vinesh Maharaj 
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The next steps involve a lot of paperwork
Prior informed consent.
Photos of IK holders are captured on the database �– name, what they claim to know, what
the claim does, where the TK comes from, storage, preparation method, shelf life, local
names �– SANBI scientific names �– assigned according to a sample �– leaf, stem, root etc.)
SANBI does not verify the efficacy or use.
The San people should identify the organisation where the IKSDC will be based. It must be
compliant with certain DST auditing requirements.

Terms of reference for steering committee
They must be people who live in the
community and are passionate about TK and
heritage.
The committee must verify the TK holders�’
identity and knowledge.
The IK coordinator gets a laptop.
Three IK collectors get a mini laptop and 3
video cameras.
IKSDC coordinator �– laptop, DST will help to
identify the person. He or she needs IT and business skills.
Steering committee �– identifies the community coordinator and IK recorders.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR
Three different communities (Khomani in Upington and Kalahari; Khun and Kwe in Kimberly)

How do people get to the coordinator with long distances to travel, little public transport
and no funds?
What about the Nama people? DST does not want to create confusion, wants to
�‘support/promote�’ social cohesion as much as possible
Training �– how will it work?
Members of the San community have different qualifications, some have Grade 10, 11 �–
how can training link with this?
Northern Cape centre �– where it will be placed?
Will it involve all indigenous peoples, or only the three 3 San communities?
Radio local stations �– none in Kalahari �– how to do the recording?
Communication in general.
Rock Art centre �– in government hands, museums, how can this link with DST?
Is it a longterm project?
What about transport costs?
Office for coordinators?
What happens when the project is over?
Any compensation for TK holders?
Training, capacity development, benefits?
Date �– when will it start?
How long will the project go on?
Criteria for appointments?
Can each San group appoint a coordinator, and then each coordinator appoints 3
recorders?

Kedi Aphane, Doris, Carol van Wyk 
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KEDI�’S RESPONSES
Training criteria: literate, young people; unemployed graduates get top priority, but others
will not be excluded.
Radio stations �– DST does not have a contract with the Department of Communications,
but she will forward their concern to them.
Rock Art �– will convey questions to Department of Arts and Culture.
Northern Cape �– business plan must state who lives in the Northern Cape �– state
communities �– this is where we are starting, 3 years funding renewable based on
performance, must state what it will cost, no bus or taxi refunds from DST, perhaps
someone can offer the use of a vehicle �– they will be compensated by the project.
Office space �– the institution that partners with them will provide the office space.
No monetary benefits for IK holders, forms �– value of NRS will be explained to them.

Business plan for being selected as the Northern Cape Institution?
Who will write it?
How can we all give input to it?
DST has a guideline for it, tender process �– open to institutions in Northern Cape.
DST will help with filling in forms and training on types of questions to ask etc.
There are deadlines �– work is monitored to see if there are problems, review, then decide
whether to continue or not.

The group agreed that they were interested in working with the NRS.
The group agreed to continue working with the CSIR on the private database; and to
consult with Vinesh, even though he had left the CSIR.
The mandate to plan a follow up workshop with government, within the Progress project,
was agreed upon.

NEXT STEPS
Department of Environmental Affairs �– San benefit sharing agreements to be followed up
on.
Timeframe for next workshop �– within the next 4 months (it was later agreed on 1 3
September 2014 at Khwatthu).
Question to be decided �– should the Khoi be invited to the next workshop?
Revision of the media contract to start.

Doris thanked all presenters (Andries, Anette, Carol, Jaci, Rachel,
Kedi, Roger and Vinesh); all interpreters (Anette, Jaci, Roger); the
pastor for praying (Mario); all those who provided feedback to the
plenary (Jafta, Karina, Brenda, Wilders, Rachel, Zekha, Christian),
for workshop organisation (Leana), international participation
(Miriam, Michael) and all San delegates for coming.

Research itself should be
useful to you, not just the
fringe benefits such as
monetary benefits.
Researchers should work
with you on your topics.
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Doris was also asked to reflect, in conclusion, about the last 10 years of working with the San
Community and she gave two general observations and some specific ones:

Research itself should be useful to you, not just the fringe benefits such as monetary benefits.
Researchers should work with you on your topics. That is normally the main benefit of research.
Long term personal relationships are important. This works both ways. One person, like me,
cannot have a personal relationship with a whole group. Thanks to all those who have stayed in
touch with me over the past 10 years.
Organisations seem to be getter more unstable and weaker, whilst individuals have grown
stronger over the last 10 years.
Initially, it was all about Hoodia, now there are many exciting stories.
Andries' English is now excellent and my Afrikaans is still terrible.
But one thing stayed the same, the people I meet are always friendly, hospitable, kind and
funny.

Members of the South African San Institute and Doris 

The day�’s proceedings were closed with a prayer by Pastor Mario Mahango.



Attendance Register: Day 1 and 2 (sorted by organisation)
NAME SURNAME ORGANISATION

1 Andries Steenkamp SASI
2 Leana Snyders SASI
3 Meryl Joy* Schippers SASI
4 Roger Chennells SASI
5 Jan Pietersen SASC
6 Louis Mungombo SASC
7 Zeka Shiwarra SASC
8 Manuel Kaljorro SASC
9 Petrus Vaalbooi Khomani San
10 Annetta Dodds Khomani San
11 Brenda Bladbeen Khomani San
12 Johanna Ndeja Khwe CPA
13 Rebekka Kaye Khwe
14 Karina Shiwarra Khwe
15 Louis Karupangwe Khwe
16 Jafta Kapunda !Xun and Khwe CPA
17 Vellery Mattias !Xun
18 Ziolina Fernando !Xun
19 Mario Mahongo !Xun
20 Vasco Serneo !Xun Council
21 Antonie Kambinda !Xun Council
22 Chrisjan Tities WIMSA
23 Wilders Kaunda WIMSA
24 Jaci van Niekerk UCT
25 Rachel Wynberg UCT
26 Kedi Aphane DST
27 Carol* van Wyk DST
28 Vinesh Maharaj University of Pretoria
29 Miriam Shuchman External Advisor, Canada
30 Doris Schroeder UCLAN
31 Michael Obach Tecnalia
32 Dashnie Naidoo CSIR
33 Elsabé Swart Department of Environment and Nature

Conservation, Northern Cape
34 Lebogang* Holele Department of Traditional Affairs,

Northern Cape
35 Miggie* Van den Berg Department of Traditional Affairs,

Northern Cape
* Not present on Day 2


